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Yoruba Proverbs
This best-selling nonsectarian guide is designed for students undertaking their first
systematic study of the Bible. Placing each book of the Old Testament, Apocrypha,
and the New Testament fully in its historical and cultural context, Understanding
the Bible acquaints readers with the content as well as the major themes of each
biblical book, and familiarizes them with the goals and methods of important
scholarship.

Yoruba Proverbs
Ama Mazama: The Ogunic Presence in Africology is a critical analysis of the ideas
of Ama Mazama, a prominent and leading female theorist in Africology and African
American Studies. Molefe Asante studies the creative and productive power of
Mazama’s intellectual work as it emerges from the personal wrestling with spiritual
elements of consciousness as well as Mazama’s attention to ancestral and perhaps
epigenetic relationships to African spirituality in the making of theory and practice.
Painting a picture of an activist intellectual concerned as much with mental as well
as spiritual liberation, Asante demonstrates how and why Ama Mazama has
evolved into one of the most popular Africologists in the field.

Ewé
Sixteen Great Poems of Ifá
An account of the religious beliefs and practices of the Yoruba peoples of Southern
Nigeria. Especially in relation to the religion of ancient Egypt. A comprehensive
study of Yoruba, including a survey of the major Orishas, the deified spirits of
ancestors and other spirits, the minor Orishas, details of priesthood and worship,
the Yoruba conception of human beings, magic in Yorubaland, and survival of
hieroglyphics, emblems and other symbols.
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The Incredible Story of Henry N. Brown
A manual on how to design the manufacture of commercial products includes
discussions of raw materials, machined components, and metal castings

Ori
The Yoruba Koiné
As much a storyteller as an ethnographer, Lydia Cabrera was captivated by a
strange and magical new world revealed to her by her Afro-Cuban friends in early
twentieth-century Havana. In Afro-Cuban Tales this world comes to teeming life,
introducing English-speaking readers to a realm of tenuous boundaries between
the natural and the supernatural, deities and mortals, the spiritual and the
seemingly inanimate. Here readers will find a vibrant, imaginative record of African
culture transplanted to Cuba and transformed over time, a passionate and
subversive alternative to the dominant Western culture of the Americas. In this
charmed realm of myth and legend, imaginative flights, and hard realities, Cabrera
shows us a world turned upside down. In this domain guinea hens can make dour
Asturians and the king of Spain dance; little fat cooking pots might prepare their
own meals; the pope can send encyclicals about pumpkins; and officials can be
defeated by the shrewdness of turtles. The first English translation of one of the
most important writers on African culture in the Americas, the collection provides a
fascinating view of how African traditions, myths, stories, and religions traveled to
the New World?of how, in their tales, Africans in the Americas created a New World
all their own.

ActionScript 3.0 for Adobe Flash CS4 Professional Classroom in
a Book
Ifá
'The Butterfly Effect ': the scientific theory that a single occurrence, no matter how
small, can change the course of the universe forever. When a butterfly startles a
young rabbit, and the rabbit makes a horse rear, it starts a chain of events, over
the course of one day, that will change people's lives . . . and end people's lives.
From a climber on Everest to a boy in Malawi . . . from a commercial pilot to an
American psycho . . . the chaos knows no bounds. This heart-stopping adventure
by writer, film maker and climber Matt Dickinson will leave readers breathless. It's
the book Jack Bauer would have read as a teenager!

Omoo
The Poems of St. John of the Cross
A humorours fiction based on the concept of a travel memoir revoloving around a
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sailor and his journey on the vast sea. He encounters various types of life at the
time; sea life aboard ship, island life by the native people, customs of the natives.
Detailed descriptions of practical jokes, drunken brawls, and cultural faux-pas
make readers smile, and sometimes laugh out loud.

Pamphlets on Biology
San Juan de la Cruz, the great sixteenth-century Spanish mystic, is regarded by
many as Spain's finest poet. Passionate, ecstatic, and spiritual, his poems are a
blend of exquisite lyricism and profound mystical thought. In The Poems of St. John
of the Cross John Frederick Nims presents his superlative translation of the
complete poems, re-creating the religious fervor of St. John's art. This duallanguage edition makes available the original Spanish from the Codex of Sanlúcon
de Barrameda with facing English translations. The work concludes with two
essays--a critique of the poetry and a short piece on the Spanish text that appears
alongside the translation--as well as brief notes on the individual poems.

The Return of the Water Spirit
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn ActionScript® 3.0 for Adobe
Flash CS4 Professional ActionScript® 3.0 for Adobe Flash CS4 Professional
Classroom in a Book contains 14 lessons. The book covers the basics of learning
ActionScript and provides countless tips and techniques to help you become more
productive. You can follow the book from start to finish or choose only those
lessons that interest you. Learn to add interactivity to Flash files using ActionScript
3.0: Control timelines and animation, write event-handling functions, and control
loading of and interaction with data, text, video, sound, and images. “The
Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material on the market.
Everything you need to master the software is included: clear explanations of each
lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project files for the students.” —Barbara
Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training Classroom in a Book®,
the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps you learn
the features of Adobe software quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what
no other book or training program does—an official training series from Adobe
Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe product experts. All of
Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content as the print edition. You will find a link
in the last few pages of your eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips:
· If you are able to search the book, search for "Where are the lesson files?" · Go to
the very last page of the book and scroll backwards. · You will need a web-enabled
device or computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook.
Entering the URL supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to
the files. · Depending on your device, it is possible that your display settings will
cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the case, try reducing your font
size and turning your device to a landscape view. This should cause the full URL to
appear.

Comparative Religion
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Afro-Cuban Tales
This collection of Yoruba proverbs is the most complete and authoritative study
that has ever been made available to the reading public and the scholarly
community. It is written in standard modern Yoruba orthography, offering both the
contracted and uncontracted forms of the entries, with fastidious attention to tonal
language.

Understanding The Bible
A Kì Í
Based on the much-praised The World's Major Languages, this is the first
comprehensive guide in paperback to describe the development, grammar sound
and writing system, and sociological factors of the major language families in these
areas.

Biblia bilingüe / Bilingual Bible NTV/NLT
In this book Pepetela offers a scathing critique of the modern-day Angolan elite for
squandering the sacrifices of the past.

¿Qué dice la Biblia sobre el matrimonio?
The Major Languages of South Asia, the Middle East and Africa
"Yoruba Proverbs is the most comprehensive collection to date of more than five
thousand Yoruban proverbs that showcase Yoruba oral tradition. Following Oyekan
Owomoyela's introduction, which provides a framework and description of Yoruba
cultural beliefs, the proverbs are arranged by theme into five sections: the good
person; the fortunate person (or the good life); relationships; human nature; rights
and responsibilities; and truisms. Each proverb is presented in Yoruba with a literal
English translation, followed by a brief commentary explaining the meaning of the
proverb within the oral tradition." "This definitive source book on Yoruba proverbs
is the first to give such detailed, systematic classification and analysis alongside a
careful assessment of the risks and pitfalls of submitting this genre to the canons
of literary analysis."--BOOK JACKET.

West African Studies
This is a work of rare prophetic brilliance by Josef Pieper, one of this century's most
profound and lucid expositors of the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas. This book was
written to throw light on an ancient question that has vexed and tormented many.
What is the nature of "The End" toward which, even now, the world and men are
moving? No writer of our time is better equipped to answer that question than
Pieper. He provides the most rigorous and sustained philosophical analysis,
anchored to "the primeval rock of theological pronouncement", in order precisely
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to understand the finalities of time and history.

The End of Time
Collects almost five hundred entries that cover the African response to spirituality,
taboos, ethics, sacred space, and objects.

The Biopolitics of Gender
El cine español contemporáneo (1990-2005) dedica mucha atención a la
rememoración del pasado (Segunda República, la Guerra Civil, el período
franquista,) y la realidad social (el paro, la violencia doméstica, inmigración,
eutanasia,). Directores renombrados como Pedro Almodóvar, Alejandro Amenábar,
Fernando León de Aranoa, Icíar Bollaín, o Isabel Coixet, muestran este interés
dentro de sus miradas cinematográficas. La gran popularidad de este cine ha
estimulado su migración en pantallas ajenas y dentro de contextos universitarios
nacionales e internacionales. Este libro reúne unos veinte artículos, de
investigadores americanos y europeos, que ilustran las múltiples tradiciones
culturales en vigor dentro de los estudios cinematográficos, y que enfocan al
mismo tiempo el tema central del libro: ¿Cómo se puede leer, la mirada de los
autores españoles, sobre el pasado y el presente, dentro del contexto de su cine
nacional?

Awo
The Guilty River and the Ghost's Touch
A teddy bear witnesses the events of post-World War I Europe as it finds itself in
the hands of ten unrelated families after being lost, abandoned, and given away.

The Religion of the Yorubas
The Silence of God
Many people feel the work of church growth is orchestrated and completed by the
pastoral staff alone. Experienced church grower Phil Stevenson reminds us that
anyone can (and should) help their church grow. This simple, easy-to-use resource
will equip you to-- - Get people in. - Get people back. - Get people to stay. - Get
people to grow. - Get people to go. Help Your Local Church Grow? You Can! You
Can! books encourage and equip believers to fulfill the Great Commission in the
spirit of the Great Commandment.

Ikunle Abiyamo
How do I learn my purpose in life? What does God want for me? How can I fulfill my
potential? While Awo Falokun Fatunmbi touched on Ifa's perspective of these
issues in previous books, in Ori he covers them on a whole new level. The Ifa Model
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of Consciousness fills holes in Western models of Self/Higher Self/God and
empowers living a life fully aligned with our higher self and spirit. The illusion of
separation is stripped away and the obvious truth becomes clear: We are spiritual
beings having a physical experience. Ori offers tools to incorporate these deep
understandings into a balanced life filled with all of the blessings that were
intended us from the womb. Joy, Love, Children, Health & Wealth are our Spiritual
rights. Unlike some Faiths which may see them as distractions, Ifa sees these
earthly blessings as symptoms of living in alignment with spirit. Learn to have
these symptoms too!

Vintage Farm Tractors
This title provides a theoretically and methodologically new and distinct approach
to gender through the frameworks of biopolitics and genealogy, theorising it as a
historically specific apparatus of biopower. Through the use of a diverse mix of
historical and contemporary documents, the book explores how the
problematisation of intersex infant genitalia in 1950s psychiatry propelled the
emergence of the gender apparatus in order to socialise sexed individuals into the
ideal productive and reproductive subjects of White, middle-class postwar America.

Ọdun-Ifa
This book won The Noma Award for Publishing in Africa in 2001. The jury describes
it thus: 'The work is an outstanding and significant cultural document, and an
important part of the movement of cultural reclamation from within Africa. It
assumes direct intellectual responsibility by the Yoruba for their collective history
and culture; and extends the scope of Ifa studies in a new and original waythe
author displays deep familiarity with indigenous sources, living practitioners and
scholarly literature. The book, the product of thirty year's work, will stand as a
benchmark for years to come."

Down in the Garden Alphabet Book
Find out what the Bible really says about marriage! This book provides a concise,
easy-to-read resource on the biblical teachings of marriage and features 9
sections, including: Defining Marriage True Love You and Your Spouse Divorce and
Remarriage Communication Anger and Abuse Sex and Intimacy You and Your
Family Traits of a Strong Marriage Personal stories, hundreds of scriptures, and
practical advice make this book perfect for personal and ministry use. ¡Descubre lo
que la Biblia dice en realidad sobre el matrimonio! Este libro proporciona un
recurso conciso, de fácil lectura, sobre las enseñanzas bíblicas del matrimonio, y
presenta nueve secciones que incluyen: Definir el matrimonio El amor verdadero
Tú y tu cónyuge El divorcio y casarse de nuevo La comunicación La ira y el
maltrato El sexo y la intimidad Tú y tu familia Rasgos de un matrimonio fuerte
Historias personales, centenares de versículos y consejos prácticos hacen que este
libro sea perfecto para el uso personal y ministerial.

Water in the Wilderness
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As the twenty-first century begins, tens of millions of people participate in
devotions to the spirits called Òrìsà. This book explores the emergence of Òrìsà
devotion as a world religion, one of the most remarkable and compelling
developments in the history of the human religious quest. Originating among the
Yorùbá people of West Africa, the varied traditions that comprise Òrìsà devotion
are today found in Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe, and Australia. The African
spirit proved remarkably resilient in the face of the transatlantic slave trade,
inspiring the perseverance of African religion wherever its adherents settled in the
New World. Among the most significant manifestations of this spirit, Yorùbá
religious culture persisted, adapted, and even flourished in the Americas,
especially in Brazil and Cuba, where it thrives as Candomblé and Lukumi/Santería,
respectively. After the end of slavery in the Americas, the free migrations of Latin
American and African practitioners has further spread the religion to places like
New York City and Miami. Thousands of African Americans have turned to the
religion of their ancestors, as have many other spiritual seekers who are not
themselves of African descent. Ifá divination in Nigeria, Candomblé funerary chants
in Brazil, the role of music in Yorùbá revivalism in the United States, gender and
representational authority in Yorùbá religious culture--these are among the many
subjects discussed here by experts from around the world. Approaching Òrìsà
devotion from diverse vantage points, their collective effort makes this one of the
most authoritative texts on Yorùbá religion and a groundbreaking book that
heralds this rich, complex, and variegated tradition as one of the world's great
religions.

Mortal Chaos
5 Things Anyone Can Do to Help Their Church Grow
A collection of photographs of children to see all of the alphabet.

Ama Mazama
A literary analysis of the Yorba oral tradition known as Ifa. The first part of the book
deals with the cultural background, and explores the divining process. The second
part of the book is an analysis of the form of Ifa texts, including the stylistic
features of the poetic language. Also discusses the concept of predestination in
Yoruba belief as well as in the Yoruba cosmos.

Òrìşà Devotion as World Religion
La verdad con claridad en inglés y en español Por primera vez, los textos de la New
Living Translation en inglés y de la Nueva Traducción Viviente en español están
disponibles en un formato paralelo. Estas dos traducciones excepcionales y
modernas presentan la Palabra de Dios de una manera precisa y fiel usando un
lenguaje cálido, atractivo y de fácil compresión que le hablará directamente al
corazón. The Truth Made Clear in English and Spanish For the first time, the texts
of the New Living Translation in English and the Nueva Traducción Viviente in
Spanish are available together in a parallel format. These two wonderful and
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modern translations present God’s Word accurately and faithfully in warm, inviting,
and easy-to-understand language that will speak straight to your heart.

Symbolism and Interpretation
God is with you in the desert. Bishop T.D. Jakes gives you proof positive that God
not only supplies you with everything you need, but your heavenly Father wants to
bless you with refreshing water that will sustain you throughout any wilderness
experience. According to Bishop Jakes, "Spiritually we must find a place where the
Lord can minister to us in our wilderness-a place where He can instruct us about
what to do next. The wilderness is a place of dying, where all the things that cause
you to stumble in your walk with God are killed." Then will the lame leap like a
deer, and the mute tongue shout for joy. Water will gush forth in the wilderness
and streams in the desert (Isaiah 35:6). Find your special place in the wilderness
where God will drench you in His life-giving water-you will break forth with a
renewed and courageous spirit!

Encyclopedia of African Religion
Miradas sobre pasado y presente en el cine español
(1990-2005)
Vintage Farm Tractors is the ultimate tribute to the classic farm tractor, detailing
the entire history of collectible gas tractors. Outstanding photography showcases
more than 100 makes and models from 1900 to 1960.Ralph W. Sanders provides indepth coverage of all famous models along with many before seen tractors,
prototypes, and rare variations. He relates the overall trends and engineering
developments that led to the manufacture of modern farm tractors, discusses the
development of farm tractors as an industry.

Handbook of Product Design for Manufacturing
In Symbolism and Interpretation, Tzvetan Todorov examines two aspects of
discourse: its production, which has traditionally been the domain of rhetoric, and
its reception, which has always been the object of hermeneutics. He analyzes the
diverse theories of symbolism and interpretation that have been elaborated over
the centuries and considers their contribution to a general theory of verbal
symbolism, discussing a wide range of thinkers, from the Sanskrit philosophers and
Aristotle to the German Romantics and contemporary semioticians. Todorov begins
by examining general ideas of linguistic symbolism and the interpretive process.
He then turns to a detailed consideration of two of the most influential and
pervasive interpretative strategies in Western thought: the patristic exegesis of
Augustine and Aquinas, and the philological exegesis foreshadowed in the work of
Spinoza, developed by Wolf, Ast, Boeckh, and Lanson, and criticized by
Schleiermacher. Todorov clarifies in masterly fashion the intricacies of the many
schools of thought and refines the concepts crucial to critical theory today,
including the distinctions between language and discourse, direct and indirect
meaning, sign and symbol. Ably translated by Catherine Porter, Symbolism and
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Interpretation provides a coherent and innovative framework that is indispensable
to the study of semiotics, its history, and its future.
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